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The present paper deals with one of the most important mechanisms of inter-zone mass 
and energy transfer, namely the buoyancy-driven flows through stairwells that connect the 
floors of buildings. To further investigate these phenomena, experimental as well as 
theoretical studies have been carried out. A series of experiments have been performed in 
order to study the airflow through a typical stairwell that connects the two individual zones 
of a two-storey house. Airflow rates between the two zones were measured using a single 
tracer gas decay technique. The analysis of results provided relations which can predict the 
volumetric flow rate as a function of the interzonal average temperature difference between 
the two floors. Simulations of these experiments were carried out , using validated CFD 
algorithms. Airflow rates estimated by these simulations showed good agreement with 
experimental values despite the difficulties related to the applicability of CFD to model the 
buoyancy driven flows. Finally the paper discusses the airflow patterns through the stairwell. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been an increased interest in the study of airflow through 
large internal openings. This issue is of great importance due to its implication on energy 
saving, adequate ventilation, thermal comfort, pollutant transfer and dispersion of smoke in 
the interior of buildings. However, little work has been done on the airflow through 
horizontal openings, such as ventilation shafts and stairwells. Indeed, very few authors have 
studied these phenomena and very few systematic experimental data are available in the 
literature. 

A number of studies have been reported. Brown (1962) has investigated air flow 
through small square openings in horizontal partitions. Reynolds (1986) and Zohrabian et al 
(1989) have conducted experiments in a reduced scale model of a typical stairwell. Reynolds 
et al (1988), have developed a model for buoyancy-driven flow in a stairwell. Riffat (1989) 
has studied the energy and mass transfer through a staircase in a two-floor house. Other 
laboratory experiments were carried out by Klobut and Siren (1994), to explore the influence 
of several parameters on combined forced and density-driven air flows through large 
openings in a horizontal partition. In other studies Zohrabian et al (1989) and Riffat et al 
(1994) used CFD modeling and compared predictions with experimental data. 

In real buildings, buoyancy-driven flows occurring in stairwells that connect the 
storeys of buildings are caused by density differences due to temperature differences. This is 
considered as the most common process of air movement through horizontal openings, 
encountered in the interior of buildings. Tracer gas measurement techniques and recent 
research in CPD permit the analysis of these airflow phenomena by conducting 
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measurements and applying extensiv:e modeling. The. puipos.er:of this··stttdy is:to e4pand the 
existing knowledge on these1physical phenomena·,,.and to compare the.CPD pr�dictjo:n,S: and 
measurements·and consequently to provide foundatimilsifor improving the existing prepictive 
procedures. ":h •·. , c'; ' . .._,:· .:·.;;1.· . . '.:-31 . . ·'-' ' ;1" 

. i .. / ·.-: :.�,- ·' �·., � !]; ·.''." \ 
' l ,...,, ,  . •:• 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE ANDIN:STRUMEN'fA'FION i;-; � 

;_' .' .'.: ;�;; I.�1- I �  t·- i 
A series ·of experiments··have been performed,iriia:two-storey building , in order to 

study the buoyancy-driven airflow ,through a typical· stairwell that connects the two zones. 
The stairwell extends to a height of 6:3 . .m; while the. fower-and upper' zone have ari C{ffecti:ve 

3 
3 

. . . 
. volume of 29.l m· and 35.8 m , respectively. . r· ., ·· · ,,,>•� · ' ; -. -,, 

Since the geometry is rather ·complex, figures can describe :the buil-ding: in a more effective 
way. Figur.e 1, shows· a scnematic·diaguun of this spe.Gifi.c. exp�rimental buildi11g �with the 
main dimensions .and the locations Of the rinstrumeI].tS·. , '.'J� I'. ' 
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figure 1: 
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Sclle�atic diagram oftlie stairwell and, instrumentation. 

(T : temperature:sen�or;;D: air velq_city .sensor;. 
1 ·- M:measuriI}g,poiri� anchI:)njectiQA-POint). : 

The entrance door, the doors connecting the stairw.�ll with the apartments located in the two 
floors and the top windows were kept closed and sealed during all the experiments. Some 
small openings and eracks' were also seal.ed m·�wd�r to ·reduce· the in.(tltr�timi as mu�h�as 
possible. The· airflow rate between the �two zones·, is mainly determined by the size. and 
geometry of the opening connecting-the two floors. ThisJlorizantal opening i8-Jlefined by_th.e 
stairwell· geometry. -Furthermore, an additional· obstacle was-placed. suitably-.across-this 
opening, decreas1ing-its size. Under this modified configuration, additional expeFiments were 
performed· in.order to study this dependence: . .. Hereafter; the·experim�pts :�haracteriz�d-by the 
originar·configuratfon, Will be- referred as· rims. With -openihg ... A�· }Yru;le"·the- others-wiu··tre 
referred.�aS rims .. w!tb.!iP.et1i.ng 13-, Qp_inirig ·-�)ia�'ffi_iri�µsj��ftjf1-5-m!by,?·.z!11=w�-��p�ni�$ 
B has dimensions oLl .5m by: 2.15 m._The ·airflow rate hetwe.� .th�J.WQ.:�c:JP.��-!§-�J�cf�ffeqty_g 
by the temperatui:e. di.fferenc of�these. zon�s ... The .temperature_ difference· b.etwe.en_� .zone.s 
was depned �· the·differenee-ef·average-Z-One--temperatures, .. In �ra€r:-to .investigate this 
dependence� th�;fowerzone-was heated at various-temperatures_.-'fhi.�;;;was done :Py-using 
thennostat1callycontto11ed11eate-rs�- -- -

- - · · ·- --- · � . ..:. · -- - · -· ·- -· - -

_,, A. single tracer gas techn;i,que -using N20- w� adopte,d in ·order, to pst.��te t� airflow 
between the tWo storeys. The conc�nW�ti9n Rf gas· w� ni�a�\in�q \i,s���: �� .. iilfffir�?. .

. 
gas 

ana!yze:r:(a�curacy:± 1 %). At the begum.mg; of tff!Ch _e�p<mme�t �Vi-� opemn_g l?efyYee� tbe �o 
floors was closed by a PVC sheet and eyery g�p 9etween tbi� ��e�t and t)l�.a�j�c5 .t .. �,uifa9,es 
was sealed. This prevented heat transfer and tracer gas exchange prior to startmg each 
experiment. Tracer gas was released, )n the lo�er floor (zone 1 ), where it was mixed with 
air. This was accelerated by using small fans near the injection points of gas. After a uniform 
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c0nceritrati'oh 'had 1been achieved ·1tf:li zone·; 1, the p,,,v,e sheet was removed. and the evolution of 
tracer .ga.s.c0ncentration in-both.zones�!Was .monitored.:�Some�tracen gas was; carried into the 
second fl6or (zone 2) *ndsm:ru:.retumed'back to the.firsHloor(zone ·1). Applying the tracer 
material balances in each zone and with the inclusion of continuity, we resulted in a,series of 
equations (Riffat ( 1989)). These equations are valid, provided that a steady state exists and 
that the concentration of tracer gas in the ambient air is negligible. This system of 
volumetric-balance equations cfan be solv.oo".uSing the theoretical technique based on. the 
Sinden ( 1978) method. A similar method was adopted by Afonso and Maldonado ( 1986). 
According to this .. method, a multizone··system may· be represented by a( series of cells of 
knt)wn' and,.constant volwne1that are· al.J.�onnected to·,a ·cell .of infinitely•llarge volume 
·(oiltsioe);·Equation:s· were' integrated 1using. Simpson's-irule and. the final system was solved 
numerically by Gauss elimination. · ' : · · ;;, · c 

The · · thermal , iperfotmance of ·the stairwell was ;constantly : monitored. · The air 
fomperafure was mon.itorecrby thirteen sensors .(ac·ota.r:acy:, ± 0.'2'° C) which had already been 
calibrated (Fig. 1 ). Surface temperatures on almost a:lJ the internal surfaces were; measured 
by an infrared thermometer (accuracy: ± 0.1%). Air velocity measurements were also 
provided by three air velocity sensors (accuracy:± 0.01 m/sec ± 5%) located in three specific 
points of the stairwell for all the experiment� (Fig. 1 ). 

MEASUREMENTS, CFD SIMULATION AND RESULTS ' 
Eleven experiments w:ere carried. mit in the building described above, under various 

temperature differences between the two zones. In Jhese experiments the lower floor was 
heated to arious temperattj.res for a long ,time before the beginning of monitoring so as to 
reach thermal equilibrium. Fi'gure' 2a s[tows the tracer gas concentration in zones 1 and 2 
against time during the second experiment: .. The .airflow volumetric rates between the two 
zones were estimated from these-tr-acer gas concentration data using the method described 
above. Since infiltration and exfiltration of air ( (Q01-Q10) and (Q0rQ20) ) , due to the 
temperature difference between the inside and outside of the building and the wind speed can 
affect the interzonal airflow, the indricetl flow,.was: subtracted�from the total airflow between 
the two floors. The estiinated volumetr'ic:;fltiw rates between the zones and the average 
temperature difference between them for the duration-of ea6h run are given in Table 1. 

�· . , " •'1 . , . 

... 3' 
4 ' 

Table· r·. 
' • •" 1i• 1!# I l 

. , 
' •  11 - 3;}i"�- I ' • ' ,  �i 0.130 • ·  

' ,• , : n.1 • r;_; ' ' 1-" • •  ,-, 0:094H l ·t :I' •:, 
1-----------___....,___--+----------------------1 
1-----...--+-------'"'----+'-r :_'.'_l ·_• __ 1,_� _·, __ 1_.4_. 9_�_1 _'· -·-· --�· -·�·�·�·' _;'�· �1; �0_.1_2_1 '�;; ,�· ---1 . •  �� 

' , I  '-3.4 ·i ; ·Q.}04 · - .-. .. . 

. 9 • ,2.4.. - - � 0.099 . . 
1-.-.• -___,,10��-- -..A..,-;�.._---+�-'"---"-'---.--0-. r----. =_ ----+-�--..---o�.0-39....,.,-__ ---1 'c ·-:s 1' 

'11 . . � I i; 2':7 --�, t J{• ... O.lOl" " ' 
• . . ..... tit , t• • II  

'._ ,�·-, :: 

The�� �1x1perftil'erits · veriped ihaf'the airflow rat� :_between'the1 two zones is a:�· function of the 
te�per'a'.Me difference ani;l "Ot the size of the opening:· . ·: ·· - � :; 

. 
� -

· . ·-

· · ' . -
,ApP.l�I}( �_�Qio@;t's equatl?>� [ 1];·,!he .�P��etric�}low ra�

, 
throug� a hori�ontal ope?ing 

separatitifftwo·zol\es can be given approXlhlately by-. · ·· - , ·' - ,,, 

,, ... - • • ' � o '"" • • I "'.:• • ', ' ' 
� : • ; ' : 

. . , 
. r Q�·A C �t:.T gHJT . 

· I 1 • '.r_. (1) 
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where A is the, :eross-sectionaI area of the--opening'} C . .. iS: the .. Q<:>Etffici.e:nt qf di$.charge, �I is 
the average temperatu.re. differeJl� b�tween the zones-,.T js tjle-meru,·absolute �m.pe:gtt�e of 
the: two zones and Hris the thlcknes-s of the pattitio;n ·.separating. tl.ie zones. This equation was 
adopted despite the complex geometry of the<spec:ifjc building.at yielqs the theor�tioal·v�lue 
of volumetric·.flow rate through.the0peni.µg connecting the .two:iJoors;; It i�_also notifie4-.that 
this opening is not easily detennined as it.is Ql;>unded by the .st�.ir.w�ll geotp.etry. To �yaluate 
the coefficient offdischarge for this opening-, the measured airflow rate was divid�d by :tqe 
theoretical one, given by equation ( 1 ). It was foun�L tl\�t, the.:coefficient of discharge ,,was 
rather independent of the opening size. It was also found "!t0>4ec �!iSe from aboµ.t Q(�6 to 0.34 
as the temperature.difference. between the two floors increased frqm 0.2 to 6.2 ° �(Figure 
2b). This decrease in the.-ie.oefficient of c:lischarge )llay be due.to-an ·i"ijcrease in interfacial 
mixing as a ·result of the direct transfer .of some col�;air;·from · th�, uppez: ;ZOD;e. into the 
inflowinig·.w arm1air from th.e lower zone, Furthermore; the i:nerease in.density,1difference can 
increase·the turbulence in tw.o zones. This may.· affect�·the valu� of dischar.g€;coefficient. 
These1results were correlated very well· with· :r .. s�uar� 2v,�lu�,equal:::tQ._0. 96 (Fig,. 2b) : 

� .. , , -.., C= 0.14},(:ATJT) _· ;,._ _ · 1 • • • (2) 
1- �· 

·ur:ir.=======�======�=:::;i�fii:··=· =· =·zt-:::t' �- :i: :::· =====================:::;-i 
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Neglecting the runs characterized by.near i.$othermal condi.tions (low.temperature.4i,ffeyenGe), 
the coefficient o£discharge;decreas�d from:about 0.48 to.;0.34. It ·also ap_geared to ··Stal:tiJj.ze 
close to 0.34 for high temperature differences.· . �r.own ( 1 962) , aJlcl Riffat (.1.989) 
investigated similar 'phenomena and· suggested co;npa,i;able va;lues for thi� :�oeffierent From 
equations ('1') and·i{2);-the.vohunetric�flow rat� be!Ween the.tw9.zone� can be-given by : , . 

'.::·Uf'..: 1·-�dc�. ::·· .... )���=. � . '� ,� 
/' • 1� . , . ·, .JJs 

. · " ___ .. ... Q. � 0.147 A.Jiff �!Q'���-·3· · ···--· -�· ··- .. �-- .. .. � ... � .... J�l. 
l' . ., ' '-.1 ·�/ · . ."tt:r· .f 

This equa\IQTI. indicates that the volumetric flow rate ll\.ereases linearly with (�TIT) 0·3 for 
each opeQiti· configuration. · .J_:.:'rl,<'l, ' 

�4)�q.:· 'putati?nal fluid dy�amics method was,�����1o simulate the cases �orrespondi�g 
to the �ve •expenments, descnbed before. It mu���,�·I];Oted that buoyancy dnven flows are 
difficult� · ·'� �) odel using CFD techniques. The main\1-&��ps are the following: small drivirlg 
forces 'carr'J;ad to numerical instabilities; selectio�· of�the most accurate turbulence model 
determine�tpe final predictions; the flow is implicitly �specified since the velocity field is 
calculate� l?,y the buoyancy sources; the definition ofboundary conditions is not usually 
accurat�·'an'd complete. However, a ser.ies of simulations were carried out. These simulations 
were performed, applyjng CFD algorithms which had already __ been dev�lQped a:nd 
extensive,ly validated. , .. . .. . . . .. 

· Tfie algorithms generate approximate soh.Itions to the Navier-Stokes equations, which 
are considered universally valid to descnbe'tbe flow of a fluid, heat and concentration in a 
specific field. These equations are based on the conservation equations of mass, momentum, 
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·themial energy and· concentration 1 species: iin particulatf- they 1were transformed to the 
1 algebraic en es th!ough the-Finite Volumefmethod; :1 based on''a Cartesian grid and the power
law interpolation scheme:lfo�derive:.'theipres'sute the'Slli1PLE algorithm was'used. Finally, 

:'fhese··equatiens were solved ':''nuinericarty using the Tri..:.Dfagonal· Matrix algorithm::-·• To 
nu'merically'sirriulate turbu'.l'ent flow, this study used: the inore recent RNG k-e model based on 
·Renbrinili'zed Group theory established by Yakhot and Orszlig (1-992). The�advantagcr·of this 
·model is that it is valid for'"l:i'vety widefrange·"of flow fype�dncluding1both high and low 
Reynolds number flows.' :computations were time-dependent.to deal with the concentration 
decay and the 1highly transi'en.f.·!flow field.· Small time steps of around .· 1/10 of the 
characteristic time scale were used: in order to improve the' accuracy 'nf �results. The 
corriputations were performed over the' whole period1of each experiment. Computations were 

. also three-dimensional .since the ·flow had 'been expected to ':.be' highly. asymmetrical: due to 
complex ·geoinetry of the building. �For simplic:ity� an orthogonai./equaUrspaced grid system 
was used· tcr cover the domain. -Five· different grid •sizes· were i;nvestigated to determine the 
necessary•·reselution for1 gri'd-independent,solutions., These grid sizes ran-ged from 2160 cells 

(15x9x16) to 35280 cells (42x20x42). Comparison of simulated volumetric flow rate 
between the zones showed that a grid-independent solution was achieved by using a 
30xl4x30 mesh (12.600 cells}. Sin.$.e· our-:.main objective was 'only to model: the general flow 
patterns and to predict the volumetric flow rate between the zones, ftlrther refinement of the 
grid would not produce any appreciable gains in accuracy. 
The criterion for convergence was to achieve a small value(� 10-4 kgr sec-1) for the sum of 
the mass residuals at the end of each time step. However, the convergence becomes quite 
problematic in low-Reynolds number flows. Therefore tight control was required in the 
solution process. Variable relaxation factors were applied during simulations in order to 
achieve convergence. Care was taken to set the boundary conditions and the initial conditions 
of each zone, for the concentration level, air• and surface temperature which are necessary for 
the simulations. These values were provided by the experiments. 
· As the simulation proceeded, mass and energy transfer between the two zones caused 
variations in air temperature and velocity. These were recorded and analyzed to reveal flow 
patterns air exchange rates-·ana ·theiivanation-with time. The volumetric flow rates.between 
the two zones, were calculated at the end of each time step and averaged over the whole 
duration of each experiment. The final: values; were compared with experimental 
measurements, presented in 'Table 1. The .. · relative · difference between the simulated 
predictions and experimental estimations ranged from about 2.0 % to 11.6 % , with an 
'average -value equal to ·55 % for Hall the· experiments. This� is< a 'very: good :agreement, 
'CC>ns·idering the many factors such as the turbulence model,·experimental. eirors:and boundary 
conditions, which affected the accuracy of results:_, •J , ,  ' .· : 

. . 

Simulations revealed. the ·airflow patterns. in the.- zones· as, well· as in ;the· opening 
connecting the two zones. Figure -:3' · shows examples of the predicted air movement in. �he 
opening and in the individual zones, at a mo�ent 360 sec into the fourth experiment. 

? ,. T • '.:· t ... I.\ •• • 

. � . ·' . , . 

. . ,  

- IL. • �· • ·.t 

''" - , 
j.4. ' • 

Ex;>t-Mlen1 -;:.'Vd<JertvDrw1rion· .:.01t"1onu.r�ciPfl":ina .. , s:: '°·ti 'fl'C 
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. 
;i .. . ' •• • 

, . .  

1'f .• 
' ,,, . 

Figure 3: Air flow pattern in t�e two zones and)n the.op�nin,g at t'=460 sec �filing 
, . 

· 
:,. . : . exP.eriinent 4 ... - · ·  - . · . 
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It was found that these patterns are affected mainly by the temperature difference between the 
zones and by the stairwell geometry. The flow pattern in the lower zone was dominated by 
many vortices which promoted heat transfer and unifonnity. The situation in the upper zone is 
similar but to a lesser extent. The higher the temperature difference was, the more intense the 
eddies are. In addition these flow patterns varied with time. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The volume flow rate through the opening connecting the two zones was a function of 
the interzonal average temperature difference and of the size of the opening. This rate 
increased significantly with increasing temperature difference. The coefficient of discharge, 
appeared to be dependent only on the interzonal average temperature difference. Further 
ex.perimental work is required to investigate the possible effect of stairwell geometry and 
size of the opening on the value of this coefficient. 

CFD simulations of buoyancy-driven flow through a typical stairwell, were carried 
out. These simulations revealed the general airflow patterns in the zones. Comparison of the 
simulated volumetric airflow rates between the two zones and those based on experimental 
measurements, showed very good agreement, despite the difficulties related to turbulence 
models, geometry, simplifications, experimental errors and boundary conditions. 
Investigation of these factors is required so as to enhance the effectiveness of these algorithms 
to model these airflow phenomena. 
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